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Abstract: As the population of cloud service, more and more people concerns the privacy and security of
cloud service. Therefore, an ID-based group key agreement scheme is proposed. In this paper, the group key
agreement scheme is applied to the access control of cloud service. For achieving the access control and the
privacy of data, the data owner can determine who can decrypt the encrypted data. In the aspect of
computation cost, the bilinear pairing is used to compute the session key and the symmetric encryption is
used to encrypt data in the scheme because of the bilinear pairing and symmetric encryption have lower
computation cost than others. In the aspect of security, the scheme proposed in this paper not only can
assist two attacks: impersonation attack and man-in-the-middle attack, but also can satisfy four security
attributes: known-key security, key control, unknown key-share and key compromise impersonation.
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1. Introduction
The applications of cloud service have a great growth in the recent years. There provides three services in
cloud service [1]: (1) Software as a Service (SaaS), (2) Platform as a Service (PaaS), and (3) Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS). SaaS provides customers software applications from web, without downloading and
installing at user end. PaaS is a service which offers a platform on cloud that the customers can develop
systems or applications. And customers can rent the physical or virtual machine from the providers of IaaS.
In spite of the advantages of cloud service, the privacy of sensitive data is a significant challenge. Therefore,
the access control in cloud service has become more important in these days [2], [3].
In group key agreement, multiple participants form a group, and every participant in the group negotiates
a session key to make communication confidentiality and integrity [4]. Data owner can use session key to
encrypt the data and the receivers can decrypt the encrypted data by session key. The security of group key
agreement relates to the member change is important [5], it means that when a participant leaves group,
he/she cannot compute the after sessions’ session key, in the same way, when there is a new participant
joins group, he/she cannot compute the previous sessions’ session key, it is known-key security.
In this paper, the group key agreement scheme is applied to the access control of cloud service. This
scheme achieves the access control by determining who can compute the session key of the encrypted data.
Any member in the group can be the data owner by computing a session key. The most important is the data
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owner can determine who can decrypt the encrypted data as he/she pleases.
For decreasing the computation cost of the proposed scheme, we apply bilinear pairing to generate
session key, and symmetric cryptography to encrypt the sensitive data. Compared with asymmetric
cryptography, symmetric cryptography requires lesser memory and runs faster [6,7]. Besides, bilinear
pairing does not employ a cost-intensive operation, such as modular exponentiation [8]. Therefore, the
computation cost of the proposed scheme is efficient.
Furthermore, the scheme proposed in this paper not only assists two attacks: impersonation attack and
man-in-the-middle attack, but also satisfies four security attributes: known-key security, key control,
unknown key-share and key compromise impersonation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 mentions the preliminaries, including bilinear
pairing and desirable attributes. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme. The security analysis is
presented in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Bilinear Pairing and Some Problems
Bilinear pairing is the extended application of elliptic curve. Such as group signature schemes, ID-based
encryption schemes are using bilinear pairing to make the proposed schemes achieve more efficiency and
security [9]-[12].
Let G1 be a cyclic additive group and G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group of prime order p. The bilinear
pairing e : G1  G1  G2 is with the following properties [13].
1.

Bilinearity: For all g1 , g 2 , g3  G1 and a, b  Z q ,
*

e( g1 , g 2  g3 )  e( g1 , g 2 )  e( g1 , g 3 )

,

e( g1  g 2 , g 3 )  e( g1 , g 3 )  e( g 2 , g 3 )

, and

e(ag1 , bg 2 )  e(abg1 , g 2 )  e( g1 , abg 2 )  e( g1 , g 2 ) ab
2.

.

Non-degeneracy: There exists g1 , g 2  G1 , such that e( g1 , g 2 )  G2 .

Computability: For g1 , g 2  G1 , there is an efficient algorithm that can compute e( g1 , g 2 ) in
polynomial time.
Suppose the following problems relate to bilinear pairing.
3.

1.

Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): For Y  nX , and n  Z q . Given X , Y  G1 to compute n .
It is discrete logarithm problem.

2.

Decision

*

Diffie-Hellman

Problem

(DDHP):

For

X  G1

and

a, b, c  Z q* . Given

X , aX , bX , cX to determine whether c  ab mod q holds or not is decision Diffie-Hellman
3.

problem.
Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP): Computational Diffie-Hellman problem is given
*
X , aX , bX to compute abX , where X  G1 and a, b  Z q .

The DLP ,DDHP, and CDHP are supposed to be the hard problem is G1 and G2 in this paper.

2.2. Desirable Attributes
The proposed scheme in this paper can defend two attacks and satisfy four security attributes. And the
definitions of these attributes were re-defined as follow [14, 15, and 16].
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Two Attacks:
1.
Impersonation attack: There are two scenarios of impersonation attack in our scheme. One is the
adversary tries to impersonate data owner, and the other is the adversary tries to impersonate
the receiver.
2.
Man-in-the-middle attack: Man-in-the-middle attack is an attacker intercepts the data which is
sent by legal data owner, and then the attacker sends the data to the receivers after the contents
of data is altered.
Four Security Attributes:
1.
Known-key security: Even the decryption key is leak, there is no one can compute the previous
decryption key by knowing other sessions’ decryption key. In this paper, we have two aspects of
know-key security, one is when a participant leaves group, the participant cannot compute the
after sessions’ session key, the other one is when a new participant join this group, in the same
way, the new participant cannot compute the previous sessions’ session key from new session
key, it is known-key security.
2.
Key control: The session key cannot be preselected by any receivers.
3.
Unknown key-share: The session key is shared with the illegal member without the data owner
knowing it.
Key compromise impersonation: If the attacker knows the private key of the member U j , then the
adversary only can pretend him/her to be U j . But the adversary cannot impersonate other members in
the presence of U j .

3. Proposed Scheme
In this paper, the proposed ID-based key agreement scheme is constructed of three phases: (1) the Setup
Phase, (2) the Key Agreement Phase, and (3) the Retrieving Phase. Besides, there are three roles in the
proposed scheme. CA is responsible for the generation of parameters, data owner is one of the group
members who would like to send data, and the data owner can determine the other group members who
can receive data as the receivers.
In the setup phase, CA generates the knowledge for key agreement phase, such as group member’s
public/private key pair, and the parameters of bilinear pairing. The broadcast process happens in the
second phase. The data owner computes a session key and encrypts the data by this session key, and
encrypts the session key by his/her private key, then the data owner computes a signature for the
encrypted data and the session key, hence receivers can verify the integrity of data in next phase. In the
retrieving phase, receivers decrypt the session key by their private key, and verify the integrity of the
encrypted data and session key. After the verification is done, receivers decrypt the encrypted data by
session key. The flowchart of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 1.
The Setup Phase: Suppose that the group size is n. The CA determines two hash function

H1 (.) :{0,1}*  G1 and H 2 (.) :{0,1}*  {0,1} , two cyclic groups G1 and G2 , one bilinear mapping e ,
a generator x of G1 , and a master key

g  Z q* ,

then compute

q  x  g 1 , choose a symmetric

encryption scheme for encrypting data, and generates the key pair ( Pi , S i ) for each member in the group,
where Pi  H1 ( IDi )  G1 , and Si  gPi  G1 . After that, CA sends (G1 , G2 , e, H 2 , Pi , Si , q, x) by secure
channel to every member in the group.
The Key Agreement Phase: After the data owner i chooses the receivers to whom he/she would like to
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send the data, data owner i creates a set G

to store the receivers’ public key. Such as

G  {Pi , Pj , Pk ,..., Pn } . And the data owner i performs the session key agreement processes as follows.
1.

Select a random number r  Z q .
*

n

Q  r  Pl

.

2.

Compute a parameter

3.

Compute a session key K  e(Q Pi , Si ) .

4.

Encrypt the data M by session key K, C  EK ( M ) .

5.

Compute h  H 2 ( K C ) and a signature v  e(h, qSi ) .

l i

6.
Upload C , Q , and v to cloud.
The Retrieving Phase: When the receivers acquire C , Q , and v in cloud, they performs the
retrieving process for computing session key and verifying the integrity of session key and encrypted data
as follow.
1.

Receiver j computes the session key K   e( S j , Q Pj ) .

K   e( S j , Q Pj )
n

 e( gPj ,

r(

 Pl )
l i

Pj

)

 e( gPj , r  Pi  Pj  Pk 

 PPnj )

 e(r  gPj , Pi  Pk 

 Pn )

 e(r  Pj , gPi  Pk 

 Pn )

 e(r  Pj  Pk 

 Pn , gPi )

n

 e(

r(

 Pl )
l i

Pi

, gPi )

 e(Q Pi , Si )
K
2.
3.

Compute h  H 2 ( K  C ) , and v  e( h, xPi ) .
Verify whether v  v or not. If it is valid, it means that the integrity of the session key and the
encrypted data are unquestioned.

v  e(h, qSi )
 e(h, g  H1 ( IDi )  x  g 1 )
 e(h, H1 ( IDi )  x)
 e(h, xPi )
After the integrity of session key and encrypted data are verified, receiver j can decrypt the encrypted
data by computing M  DK (C ) .
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed scheme.

4. Security Analysis
Two Attacks:
1.

Impersonation attack: Suppose that the attacker wants to impersonate the data owner U i in
the proposed scheme. The attacker has to generate the session key and the signature via U i ’s
private key. Without knowing U i ’s private key, the adversary cannot compute the session key
and signature of U i . It means the impersonation attack is failed. In the same way, if the attacker
knows nothing about the private key of U j , the attacker cannot derive the session key.

Therefore, the proposed scheme can resist the impersonation attack.
2.
Man-in-the-middle attack: Every data owner will compute a signature for the encrypted data and
session key. Therefore, the receivers can check the integrity of the encrypted data and session
key by verifying the signature.
Four Security Attributes:
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1.

Known-key security: Due to K  e(Q Pi , Si ) , Q  r

n

 P , and r is selected randomly in every
l i

l

session in the proposed scheme. Because of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP), r is hard to
compute. As a result, no matter the previous session members or new session entrants, all of
them cannot compute other sessions’ session key except the session they involved in.
2.
Key control: The session key is constructed by every participant’s public key and a random
number. Public key is generated by CA. For this reason, the session key cannot be forced to a
preselected value by receivers or attackers.
3.
Unknown key-share: Due to the session key is computed by all receivers’ public key, hence the
data owners must know the session key is shared with who.
Key compromise impersonation: Due to the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) of bilinear pairing, the
attacker cannot compute the master key g via U j ’s private key. And without knowing the master key g ,
the adversary cannot compute the private key of U i . As this reason, the adversary cannot generate a valid
signature S on behalf of U i even U j ’s private key is compromised. Therefore, the adversary only can
pretend to be U j , but cannot in the presence of U i .

5. Conclusion
An efficiency and security ID-based group key agreement scheme is proposed in this paper. In the aspect
of efficiency, bilinear pairing has less computational overheads and high security. Therefore, bilinear pairing
is used to compute the session key in the proposed scheme. And the symmetric encryption has lower
computation cost than asymmetric encryption. Hence, the receivers decrypt the data which is encrypted by
symmetric encryption with session key. Therefore, the computation cost will not increase too much with the
growth of the encryption data.
In the aspect of security, the proposed scheme resists impersonation attack and man-in-the-middle attack
by the signature of the data owner, avoids key compromise impersonation by discrete logarithm problem
(DLP), generates a random number to satisfy known-key security, and computes the session key by using
every receiver’s public key to achieve key control and unknown key-share these two security attributes, that
proves the proposed scheme in this paper is efficiency and security indeed.
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